
Lesson Plan Mask Designing  

Planning diary
BIC® Kids Leaner Twist Ball Point Pen 
BIC® Kids EVOLUTION™ Ecolutions® Colouring Pencils
School Glue

Follow on from mask planning and design lesson, print of second page of the planning 
diary, Prepare materials needed.

Key Stage 2

Curriculum Subjects

Materials

Teacher Prep

Lesson

Learning Outcomes

Follow on Activities

To develop idea of how to the mask will look and to select tools 
techniques and materials to make a mask and suggest alternatives 
way if first attempt fails. To correctly measure, mark out, cut and 
shape materials accurately. 

Art

Starter:
Pick up from the first lesson of introducing masks, hand out each pupil’s sheet from previous lesson and have a re-cap on what the masks 
are for and what they are representing. (5 minutes)

Main activity:
1) This is to help the pupils develop their ideas, hand out the 2nd and 3rd sheet of the planning diary (Developing ideas and planning) with 
the mask template. Ask the pupils to start designing the mask on template e.g. what is going where. (5 minutes)
2) Explain to the pupils after they have planned where the nose, mouth & eyes are going they need to think of extras to add onto their 
masks, this is where they will need to come up with ideas for what to put on the mask, how it will be decorated what extra materials to add 
onto the mask. (10 minutes)
3) Once they have decided they will need to figure out how these extra materials will be attached to the mask (page 3 of the planning 
diary). (5 minutes)

Conclusion:
Conclude the lesson by going round the group and asking each pupil what they plan to add to their mask and why, ask them to explain why 
they are adding these things to their masks. E.g. to make it scary or for practical reasons.

Learning Objectives

Discover Teachers Corner at: www.bickids.co.uk
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